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Abstract—The unprecedented breakthrough in the field of
quantum computing in the last several years is threatening
with the exploitation of our current communication systems.
To address this issue, researchers are getting more involved in
finding methods to protect these systems. Amongst other tools,
quantum key distribution could be a potentially applicable way
to achieve the desired level of protection. In this paper we
are evaluating the physical layer of an optical system realising
continuous variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) with
simulations to determine its weak points and suggest methods
to improve them. We found that polarisation dependent devices
are crucial for proper operation, therefore we determined their
most defining parameters from the point of operation and
suggested extra optical devices to largely improve transmission
quality. We also paid attention to polarisation controlling in
these sort of systems. Our findings could be valuable as practical
considerations to construct reliable CVQKD optical transmission
links.
Index Terms: quantum communication, quantum key dis-
tribution, CVQKD, optical network, simulation
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the first great achievements of the eighties and
nineties [1], [2], quantum information technology has been
drawing increasing attention, and promising groundbreaking
technical solutions. However, the rapid development of
quantum computing does not only have unquestionable
merits, but also poses significant security threats to our
existing communication networks. Thus, it is unavoidable
to come up with brand new methods to ensure undisrupted
operation for the future. For example, some of the most
widespread encryption algorithms are relying on the very
assumption, that it’s rather hard - on human scale impossible
- to factor large prime numbers. As quantum computers are
beginning to be commissioned, this will no longer to be
impossible.
A very promising field of research to protect our
communication networks has been quantum key distribution
(QKD), which is looking to protect the most easily
exploitable part of symmetric key encryption: the distribution
of common key between the communicating parties. As
soon as the exchange of the secret key is considered to
be secure, the proceeding communication is safe. Quantum
key distribution can be divided to three major categories:
discrete-variable QKD, continuous-variable QKD and
distributed-phase-reference QKD. In this paper the focus
is on continuous-variable QKD (CVQKD). CVQKD offers
the major advantage of not requiring any special, high-cost
components, but might be built up using only conventional
telecommunication devices [3]. This fact makes it relatively
easy and straightforward to implement and measure test
devices. To ensure the highest possible key rate all noise
contributions of the link must be kept as low, as possible,
regardless of the external or internal source. This the reason
why CVQKD connections are in many cases realised over
optical fibre, but there have also been efforts to establish
a connection over free-space [4] and evaluating free space
transmission [5].
In 2008 the European Integrated Project (SECOQC) team
proposed a working CVQKD connection over 8 km of optical
fibre, at 8 kbps key rate [6], [7]. The aim of Symmetric
Encryption with QUantum key REnewal (SEQURE) project
has been the same. They maintained quantum secured
communication over 12 km of fiber at a maximum of
1 kbps key rate. The Budapest University of Technology and
Economics (BME) have also started developing a setup for
quantum key distribution to demonstrate its feasibility [8].
In the last couple of years great effort has been devoted to
the difficulties of practical implementation. Researchers are
looking for methods of extending the link range (e.g. with
new protocols [9]), maintaining connection over different
mediums [10], [11], and trying to optimise electrical or
optical components of the complex system [12], [13], as
well as giving better theoretical description of the employed
devices [14]. In this paper we are taking a different approach
and use classical optical system simulation (VPI Transmission
Maker) to evaluate the optical layer of a CVQKD network
in order to optimise the parameter choice, and come up with
suggestions regarding the specific optical devices. Our goal
is to conduct simulations prior to building the quantum link,
to get an idea, what level of transmission quality might be
expected from the system. CVQKD has been investigated
from many points of view, the theoretical basis of this system
has already been worked out in [8], but there has been
very little discussion about the actual physical construction
of such systems (for example how to choose the optical
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componen s and what o look after when assembling them).
We are suggesting minor changes in the already proposed
archit cture, focusing weak points in the design of the
physical layer to improve on it to the highest extent possible.
Our design considerations might not only be utilised for
system comprising discrete components, but could also
be useful for integrated photonic chip design for CVQKD [15].
In Sec. 2 we are describing the operation of the system
on the evel of the optical network, list several important
consid ration that we kept i mind during the simulations.
In Sec. 3 we d tail the most important undesired mechanisms
we identified that are affecting system p rformance. In Sec. 4
we give an overview of our polarisation controlling method
and its i pairments. Sec. 5 i to summarise our findings and
draw the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM SIMULATION
In this section we describe the network we had implemented
in the simulation environment, as well as the most important
consideration we kept in mind before and during the simula-
tions.
A. Model
The block diagram of the system is depicted in Fig. 1.
Extremely low energy impulses are used to communicate
between the two parties (Alice and Bob), whose behaviour
might be described using the laws of quantum physics. Ba-
sically, it is operating as a self-seeded homodyne optical
transmission system with balanced detector structure, however
certain modifications are applied to ensure flawless quantum
operation. The transmitter is producing complex numbers
coded in the quadrature of extra-low energy light impulses.
Quantum operation is based on the sufficiently low energy of
these pulses.
The optical carrier is produced on Alice’s side by a laser,
which is protected with an isolator, while the CW light is
modulated with high extinction intensity modulator to get light
impulses of certain periodicity. In ideal operation the laser light
is assumed to be perfectly linearly polarised. In the figure this
is marked with the red signal. The impulses are split in 90:10
ratio in two separate paths: the reference for homodyne detec-
tion and the signal carrying the actual information (modulated
signal). 90% of power is going directly to the output of the
transmitter (PBS 2), while the 10% is intensity and amplitude
modulated and attenuated even further to reach the desired
power level. The cumulative attenuation of the modulated path
should be set in such way, that the transmitted packets contain
at most a few hundred photons. This low transmitted power
per packet ensures the overall security of the system. The
path of the modulated signal is extended with an additional
structure seen in Fig. 1. This signal is routed to the X polarised
port of a polarisation beam-splitter (PBS 1), where X is the
assumed polarisation state of the laser. This routes the signal
to the common port of the PBS (XY of PBS 1), where it
is passed through an optical delay line and is reflected by a
Faraday-mirror (FM). The FM rotates the polarisation of the
signal by 90◦ and reflects it back to PBS 1 through the delay
line again, where it is now exiting the other (Y polarised)
port. Here it gets recombined with the reference signal, but
now the impulses are not only separated in time, but are also
orthogonal in polarisation (due to the effect of FM). These
optical functions (delay and polarisation rotation) are applied
to ensure minimal interference between the modulated and the
reference signal while propagating on the long optical fibre
connecting Alice and Bob.
During the propagation on the fibre the state of polarisation
of the signal gets further rotated by an unpredictable amount.
To overcome this we use a polarisation controller to reset
the initial state we had on the transmitter output. This is a
crucial point, because in the next we seek to separate the
reference and the signal again. We use a polarisation beam
splitter (PBS 3) for this function and successful separation
requires perfectly set polarisation. The modulated signal gets
directly to the balanced receiver. On the reference path the
reference signal is routed to the very same structure what we
had in the transmitter (PBS 4). This time the reference signal
is rotated in polarisation and delayed, to be in the same time
and polarisation state as the modulated signal, when it reaches
the balanced receiver.
B. Simulation Considerations
• We are using VPI Transmission Maker to build the model
of the system depicted above. This software has been
developed to evaluate conventional optical transmission
links based on classical physical principles, therefore it is
unable to take any quantum behaviour into consideration.
However, we are not looking to demonstrate any complex
key-sharing operation or any protocol level use. Our goal
is to improve the optical layer of the key sharing system,
by achieving the lowest noise and self-interference, which
might be successfully done with classical methods.
• The architecture described above is the very same, that
has been built at the Budapest University of Technology
and Economics. We were using the parameters of the
devices they employed based on their data sheets.
• The laser source is not perfectly linearly polarised. We
didn’t find any information about the exact grade of
imperfection in the data sheet, but therefore we assumed
a power ratio of 100 (20 dB polarisation extinction ratio)
between the orthogonal polarisation axes.
• Polarisation management is utterly important throughout
the whole system, however most of the data sheets
don’t detail polarisation dependent operation. Conven-
tional beam splitters and isolators are not polarisation
maintaining (PM) elements. There are available PM
devices, but these also affect the polarisation, however
their effect is much smaller than that of the conventional
components. This contribution might be expressed with
an angle of rotation. In case of all PM and non-PM
devices we approximated a degree of rotation on the
polarisation states to describe their behaviour. We are
also assuming a worst-case situation, meaning that all
rotations are performed in the same direction, the effect
of the succeeding devices don’t cancel out.
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operation for the future. For example, some of the most
widespread encryption algorithms are relying on the very
assumption, that it’s rather hard - on human scale impossible
- to factor large prime numbers. As quantum computers are
beginning to be commissioned, this will no longer to be
impossible.
A very promising field of research to protect our
communication networks has been quantum key distribution
(QKD), which is looking to protect the most easily
exploitable part of symmetric key encryption: the distribution
of common key between the communicating parties. As
soon as the exchange of the secret key is considered to
be secure, the proceeding communication is safe. Quantum
key distribution can be divided to three major categories:
discrete-variable QKD, continuous-variable QKD and
distributed-phase-reference QKD. In this paper the focus
is on continuous-variable QKD (CVQKD). CVQKD offers
the major advantage of not requiring any special, high-cost
components, but might be built up using only conventional
telecommunication devices [3]. This fact makes it relatively
easy and straightforward to implement and measure test
devices. To ensure the highest possible key rate all noise
contributions of the link must be kept as low, as possible,
regardless of the external or internal source. This the reason
why CVQKD connections are in many cases realised over
optical fibre, but there have also been efforts to establish
a connection over free-space [4] and evaluating free space
transmission [5].
In 2008 the European Integrated Project (SECOQC) team
proposed a working CVQKD connection over 8 km of optical
fibre, at 8 kbps key rate [6], [7]. The aim of Symmetric
Encryption with QUantum key REnewal (SEQURE) project
has been the same. They maintained quantum secured
communication over 12 km of fiber at a maximum of
1 kbps key rate. The Budapest University of Technology and
Economics (BME) have also started developing a setup for
quantum key distribution to demonstrate its feasibility [8].
In the last couple of years great effort has been devoted to
the difficulties of practical implementation. Researchers are
looking for methods of extending the link range (e.g. with
new protocols [9]), maintaining connection over different
mediums [10], [11], and trying to optimise electrical or
optical components of the complex system [12], [13], as
well as giving better theoretical description of the employed
devices [14]. In this paper we are taking a different approach
and use classical optical system simulation (VPI Transmission
Maker) to evaluate the optical layer of a CVQKD network
in order to optimise the parameter choice, and come up with
suggestions regarding the specific optical devices. Our goal
is to conduct simulations prior to building the quantum link,
to get an idea, what level of transmission quality might be
expected from the system. CVQKD has been investigated
from many points of view, the theoretical basis of this system
has already been worked out in [8], but there has been
very little discussion about the actual physical construction
of such systems (for example how to choose the optical
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components and what to look after when assembling them).
We are suggesting minor changes in the already proposed
architecture, focusing on weak points in the design of the
physical layer to improve on it to the highest extent possible.
Our design considerations might not only be utilised for
system comprising of discrete components, but could also
be useful for integrated photonic chip design for CVQKD [15].
In Sec. 2 we are describing the operation of the system
on the level of the optical network, list several important
consideration that we kept in mind during the simulations.
In Sec. 3 we detail the most important undesired mechanisms
we identified that are affecting system performance. In Sec. 4
we give an overview of our polarisation controlling method
and its impairments. Sec. 5 is to summarise our findings and
draw the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM SIMULATION
In this section we describe the network we had implemented
in the simulation environment, as well as the most important
consideration we kept in mind before and during the simula-
tions.
A. Model
The block diagram of the system is depicted in Fig. 1.
Extremely low energy impulses are used to communicate
between the two parties (Alice and Bob), whose behaviour
might be described using the laws of quantum physics. Ba-
sically, it is operating as a self-seeded homodyne optical
transmission system with balanced detector structure, however
certain modifications are applied to ensure flawless quantum
operation. The transmitter is producing complex numbers
coded in the quadrature of extra-low energy light impulses.
Quantum operation is based on the sufficiently low energy of
these pulses.
The optical carrier is produced on Alice’s side by a laser,
which is protected with an isolator, while the CW light is
modulated with high extinction intensity modulator to get light
impulses of certain periodicity. In ideal operation the laser light
is assumed to be perfectly linearly polarised. In the figure this
is marked with the red signal. The impulses are split in 90:10
ratio in two separate paths: the reference for homodyne detec-
tion and the signal carrying the actual information (modulated
signal). 90% of power is going directly to the output of the
transmitter (PBS 2), while the 10% is intensity and amplitude
modulated and attenuated even further to reach the desired
power level. The cumulative attenuation of the modulated path
should be set in such way, that the transmitted packets contain
at most a few hundred photons. This low transmitted power
per packet ensures the overall security of the system. The
path of the modulated signal is extended with an additional
structure seen in Fig. 1. This signal is routed to the X polarised
port of a polarisation beam-splitter (PBS 1), where X is the
assumed polarisation state of the laser. This routes the signal
to the common port of the PBS (XY of PBS 1), where it
is passed through an optical delay line and is reflected by a
Faraday-mirror (FM). The FM rotates the polarisation of the
signal by 90◦ and reflects it back to PBS 1 through the delay
line again, where it is now exiting the other (Y polarised)
port. Here it gets recombined with the reference signal, but
now the impulses are not only separated in time, but are also
orthogonal in polarisation (due to the effect of FM). These
optical functions (delay and polarisation rotation) are applied
to ensure minimal interference between the modulated and the
reference signal while propagating on the long optical fibre
connecting Alice and Bob.
During the propagation on the fibre the state of polarisation
of the signal gets further rotated by an unpredictable amount.
To overcome this we use a polarisation controller to reset
the initial state we had on the transmitter output. This is a
crucial point, because in the next we seek to separate the
reference and the signal again. We use a polarisation beam
splitter (PBS 3) for this function and successful separation
requires perfectly set polarisation. The modulated signal gets
directly to the balanced receiver. On the reference path the
reference signal is routed to the very same structure what we
had in the transmitter (PBS 4). This time the reference signal
is rotated in polarisation and delayed, to be in the same time
and polarisation state as the modulated signal, when it reaches
the balanced receiver.
B. Simulation Considerations
• We are using VPI Transmission Maker to build the model
of the system depicted above. This software has been
developed to evaluate conventional optical transmission
links based on classical physical principles, therefore it is
unable to take any quantum behaviour into consideration.
However, we are not looking to demonstrate any complex
key-sharing operation or any protocol level use. Our goal
is to improve the optical layer of the key sharing system,
by achieving the lowest noise and self-interference, which
might be successfully done with classical methods.
• The architecture described above is the very same, that
has been built at the Budapest University of Technology
and Economics. We were using the parameters of the
devices they employed based on their data sheets.
• The laser source is not perfectly linearly polarised. We
didn’t find any information about the exact grade of
imperfection in the data sheet, but therefore we assumed
a power ratio of 100 (20 dB polarisation extinction ratio)
between the orthogonal polarisation axes.
• Polarisation management is utterly important throughout
the whole system, however most of the data sheets
don’t detail polarisation dependent operation. Conven-
tional beam splitters and isolators are not polarisation
maintaining (PM) elements. There are available PM
devices, but these also affect the polarisation, however
their effect is much smaller than that of the conventional
components. This contribution might be expressed with
an angle of rotation. In case of all PM and non-PM
devices we approximated a degree of rotation on the
polarisation states to describe their behaviour. We are
also assuming a worst-case situation, meaning that all
rotations are performed in the same direction, the effect
of the succeeding devices don’t cancel out.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) and dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is split in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polarisation rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
PBS 4 is used to match the polarisation of signals in the two branches.
• Polarisation beam splitters (PBS) and combiners are
employed for two purposes in our system. First we
use them to separate and join the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the XY port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our measurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evaluation
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
we have also taken the time domain waveforms produced by
the simulator, so we can learn more about the nature of flaws
and weaknesses during the operation.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
1000 randomly generated symbols have been sent during
the simulations, while we were looking at the EVM and






The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated from the simulation results. We have
identified two important mechanisms that have a significant
impact on transmission quality and need to be addressed. We
are using this section to describe these mechanisms.
A. Insufficient separation of reference and modulated signals
The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
vide the best possible separation between the reference signal
(LO) and the modulated signal and minimise crosstalk. This
is the reason for using Faraday-mirror and optical delay line.
However, mainly due to the imperfections of the employed
optical devices this is not always enough. Considering that the
reference signal has a much higher power than the modulated
signal, it is able to completely ruin the operation. Even if we
use devices sold as polarisation maintaining, we can be sure
that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
degree of polarisation changing effect. The same goes for
the laser, whose cross-polarisation suppression can never be
infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
This is why we have to be very considerate in the design phase
when choosing the device parameters. Our splitter (seen in
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that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
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paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
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employed for two purposes in our system. First we
use them to separate and join the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
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singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
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dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
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The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated from the simulation results. We have
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The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
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is the reason for using Faraday-mirror and optical delay line.
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w en choosing the device parameters. Our splitt r (seen in
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Fig. 2. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Alice’s
side
Fig. 1) is splitting the optical carrier in 90:10 ratio, where the
90% is the reference signal. At this point we assume, that the
light is linearly polarised, but this is not true. In fact, after
the splitting the optical carrier is going to be mainly polarised
along the X axis on both routes, but a certain fraction is going
to be orthogonal to it (Y). On the reference route this light
is going to the output polarisation combiner (PBS2), while
its X aligned component is desired, its Y aligned component
is undesired. On the modulation route the 10% of power is
further attenuated and transformed to be Y polarised (using the
Faraday-mirror). Subsequently the modulated signal is routed
to PBS 2 and recombined with the reference signal. The issue
in that the modulated signal is Y polarised on purpose, while
the X polarised reference signal also has a fraction of Y
polarised power. These Y polarised contributions have about
the same magnitude of power, because the modulated signal
has been strongly attenuated, while the reference signal hasn’t
been. They propagate over the same medium connecting Alice
and Bob, thus we must expect considerable interference. We
have found and simulated several methods to avoid this.
• The first idea could be to insert a polariser after the
laser source to improve its linearly polarised behaviour.
According to our simulation this is not a desired method,
because all subsequent devices also modify the polarisa-
tion, therefore when the light reaches the critical place
(PBS 2), it is not going to be well polarised anymore.
• We have found the place in the system to use a polariser
with the highest efficiency in minimising the interference
of the modulated and reference signals. It is to be
used between the Splitter and PBS 2 in the reference
route, in order to decrease the power propagating in Y
polarisation state on the reference route. This minimises
the power interfering with the modulated signal in the
Y (marked with blue) polarisation state. Fig. 2 gives an
idea about the difference that this polariser makes. The
upper plot of Fig. 2 is depicting the output waveform
without polariser, while the lower one with it. It can be
seen that the well placed polariser make the impulses
much more symmetric, more square wave-like. The
improvement is significant.
• We might achieve the same grade of polarisation of the
reference signal with less explicit modification. If a PBS 2
is chosen to have high polarisation extinction ratio (PER),
it will act better at suppressing the Y polarised contribu-
tion of the reference signal before routing to the common
(XY) port. However, a commercially available polariser
works with at least 20 dB of additional suppression in the
undesired polarisation state, while increasing the PER of
a normal PBS by 20 dB is rather unrealistic.
To conclude the above, the best method to further increase
the separation of the modulated and reference signals is to
make the reference signal more polarised before recombining
it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
polariser between the Splitter and PBS 2.
B. Pre-impulses
After the first simulations we have noticed unexpected,
small amplitude impulses before every normal (expected)
impulse on the receiver side (also shown in Fig. 2). They
appeared 500 ns before the expected impulses, which was
the exact amount of delay caused by the optical delay line
in the circulator-like structure. This allowed us to conclude,
that these pre-impulses impulses are present, because a
certain fraction of optical power bypasses this delay line,
meaning that there is no full separation between the polarised
individual ports (X and Y polarised) of the polarisation beam
splitters. The principle of the operation requires both reference
and modulated signal in the receiver to actually produce an
output signal, otherwise we wouldn’t get pre-impulses.
At first glance it would seem that the root of this impairment
is a tiny fraction of modulated optical signal avoiding PBS 1
on Alice side and finding its way to the balanced receiver,
while a small fraction of the reference signal is also bypassing
PBS 4 in Bob’s device. In this scenario pre-impulses are
forming the same way as the useful, high amplitude impulses,
but with bypassing the circulator-like structures on both
sides. In this case we should be seeing a small power copy
before all impulse, but this is not what we experienced. Our
simulations showed that pre-impulses are always having the
same polarity (regardless of the polarity of the subsequent
useful impulse), and are only measured in one quadrature.
With further simulations we have proven that PBS 1 has no
effect whatsoever on the pre-impulses. Thus, the original
assumption is false, the answer must be found on Bob’s device.
The actual mechanism causing this issue is only the ref-
erence signal itself. The reference signal is exiting Alice’s
receiver with small attenuation in its way, consequently it will
enter Bob’s receiver with a relatively large power. After the
polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but a small amount of X polarised reference signal will
immediately get to the balanced receiver through the Y port
of PBS 3 with no delay (due to imperfections of polarisation
splitter defined by PER). At the same time most of its power
passes the phase modulator and is routed to PBS 4, where in
theory it should be delayed and have its polarisation modified.
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side
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it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
polariser between the Splitter and PBS 2.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) and dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is split in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polaris tion rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
PBS 4 is used to match the polarisation of signals in the two branches.
• Polarisation beam plitters (PBS) and combiners are
employed for two purposes in our system. First we
u e them to separate and j in the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the Y port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our easurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evaluation
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
we have also taken the time domain waveforms produced by
the simulator, so we can learn more about the nature of flaws
and weaknesses during the operation.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
1000 r ndomly generat d symb ls have been sent during
the simulation , while we w re looking at the EVM and






The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated from the si ulation results. We have
identified two important mechanisms that have a significant
impact on transmission quality and n ed to be addressed. We
are using this section to describe these mechanisms.
A. Insufficient separation of referenc and modul t d s gn ls
The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
vide the best possible separation between the reference signal
(LO) and the modul ed signal and minimise crosstalk. Thi
is the reason for using Faraday-mirror optical delay line.
However, mainly due to the imperfections of the employed
optical devices this is not always enough. Considering that the
reference signal has a much higher power than the modulated
signal, it is able to completely ruin the operation. Even if we
use devices sold as polarisation maintaining, we can be sure
that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
degree of polarisation changing effect. The same goes for
the laser, whose cross-polarisation suppression can never be
infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
This is why we have to be very considerate in the design phase
when choosing the device parameters. Our splitter (seen in
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) nd dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is split in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polarisation rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
PBS 4 is used to match the polarisation of signals in the two branches.
• Polarisation beam splitters (PBS) and combiners are
employed for two purposes in our system. First we
use them to separate and join the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the XY port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our measurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evaluation
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
we have also taken the time domain waveforms produced by
the simulator, so we can learn more about the nature of flaws
and weaknesses during the operation.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
1000 randomly generated symbols have been sent during
the simulations, while we were looking at the EVM and






The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated from the simulation results. We have
identified two important mechanisms that have a significant
impact on transmission quality and need to be addressed. We
are using this section to describe these mechanisms.
A. Insufficient separation of reference and modulated signals
The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
vide the best possible separation between the reference signal
(LO) and the modulated signal and minimise crosstalk. This
is the reason for using Faraday-mirror and optical delay line.
However, mainly due to the imperfections of the employed
optical devices this is not always enough. Considering that the
reference signal has a much higher power than the modulated
signal, it is able to completely ruin the operation. Even if we
use devices sold as polarisation maintaining, we can be sure
that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
degree of polarisation changing effect. The same goes for
the laser, whose cross-polarisation suppression can never be
infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
This is why we have to be very considerate in the design phase
when choosing the device parameters. Our splitter (seen in
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Fig. 2. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Alice’s
side
Fig. 1) is splitting the optical carrier in 90:10 ratio, where the
90% is the reference signal. At this point e assume, that the
l ght is linearly polarised, but this is not true. In fact, after
the splitting the optical carrier is going to be mainly polarised
along the X axis on both routes, but a certain fraction is going
to be orthogonal to it (Y). On the reference route this light
is going to the output polarisation combiner (PBS2), while
its X aligned component is desired, its Y aligned component
is undesired. On the modulation route the 10% of power is
further attenuated and transformed to be Y polarised (using the
Faraday-mirror). Subsequently the modulated signal is routed
to PBS 2 and recombined with the reference signal. The issue
in that the modulated signal is Y polarised on purpose, while
the X polarised reference signal also has a fraction of Y
polarised power. These Y polarised contributions have about
the same magnitude of power, because the modulated signal
has been strongly attenuated, while the reference signal hasn’t
been. They propagate over the same medium connecting Alice
and Bob, thus we must expect considerable interference. We
have found and simulated several methods to avoid this.
• The first idea could be to insert a polariser after the
laser source to improve its linearly polarised behaviour.
According to our simulation this is not a desired method,
because all subsequent devices also modify the polarisa-
tion, therefore when the light reaches the critical place
(PBS 2), it is not going to be well polarised anymore.
• We have found the place in the system to use a polariser
with the highest efficiency in minimising the interference
of the modulated and reference signals. It is to be
used between the Splitter and PBS 2 in the reference
route, in order to decrease the power propagating in Y
polarisation state on the reference route. This minimises
the power interfering with the modulated signal in the
Y (marked with blue) polarisation state. Fig. 2 gives an
idea about the difference that this polariser makes. The
upper plot of Fig. 2 is depicting the output waveform
without polariser, while the lower one with it. It can be
seen that the well placed polariser make the impulses
much more symmetric, more square wave-like. The
improvement is significant.
• We might achieve the same grade of polarisation of the
reference signal with less explicit modification. If a PBS 2
is chosen to have high polarisation extinction ratio (PER),
it will act better at suppressing the Y polarised contribu-
tion of the reference signal before routing to the common
(XY) port. However, a commercially available polariser
works with at least 20 dB of additional suppression in the
undesired polarisation state, while increasing the PER of
a normal PBS by 20 dB is rather unrealistic.
To conclude the above, the best method to further increase
the separation of the modulated and reference signals is to
make the reference signal more polarised before recombining
it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
polariser between the Splitter and PBS 2.
B. Pre-impulses
After the first simulations we have noticed unexpected,
small amplitude impulses before every normal (expected)
impulse on the receiver side (also shown in Fig. 2). They
appeared 500 ns before the expected impulses, which was
the exact amount of delay caused by the optical delay line
in the circulator-like structure. This allowed us to conclude,
that these pre-impulses impulses are present, because a
certain fraction of optical power bypasses this delay line,
meaning that there is no full separation between the polarised
individual ports (X and Y polarised) of the polarisation beam
splitters. The principle of the operation requires both reference
and modulated signal in the receiver to actually produce an
output signal, otherwise we wouldn’t get pre-impulses.
At first glance it would seem that the root of this impairment
is a tiny fraction of modulated optical signal avoiding PBS 1
on Alice side and finding its way to the balanced receiver,
while a small fraction of the reference signal is also bypassing
PBS 4 in Bob’s device. In this scenario pre-impulses are
forming the same way as the useful, high amplitude impulses,
but with bypassing the circulator-like structures on both
sides. In this case we should be seeing a small power copy
before all impulse, but this is not what we experienced. Our
simulations showed that pre-impulses are always having the
same polarity (regardless of the polarity of the subsequent
useful impulse), and are only measured in one quadrature.
With further simulations we have proven that PBS 1 has no
effect whatsoever on the pre-impulses. Thus, the original
assumption is false, the answer must be found on Bob’s device.
The actual mechanism causing this issue is only the ref-
erence signal itself. The reference signal is exiting Alice’s
receiver with small attenuation in its way, consequently it will
enter Bob’s receiver with a relatively large power. After the
polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but a small amount of X polarised reference signal will
immediately get to the balanced receiver through the Y port
of PBS 3 with no delay (due to imperfections of polarisation
splitter defined by PER). At the same time most of its power
passes the phase modulator and is routed to PBS 4, where in
theory it should be delayed and have its polarisation modified.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Alice’s
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tion of the reference signal before routing to the common
(XY) port. However, a commercially available polariser
works with at least 20 dB of additional suppression in the
undesired polarisation state, while increasing the PER of
a normal PBS by 20 dB is rather unrealistic.
To conclude the above, the best method to further increase
the separation of the modulated and reference signals is to
make the reference signal more polarised before recombining
it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
polariser between the Splitter and PBS 2.
B. Pre-impulses
After the first simulations we have noticed unexpected,
small amplitude impulses before every normal (expected)
impulse on the receiver side (also shown in Fig. 2). They
appeared 500 ns before the expected impulses, which was
the exact amount of delay caused by the optical delay line
in the circulator-like structure. This allowed us to conclude,
that these pre-impulses impulses are present, because a
certain fraction of optical power bypasses this delay line,
meaning that there is no full separation between the polarised
individual ports (X and Y polarised) of the polarisation beam
splitters. The principle of the operation requires both reference
and modulated signal in the receiver to actually produce an
output signal, otherwise we wouldn’t get pre-impulses.
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is a tiny fraction of modulated optical signal avoiding PBS 1
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The actual mechanism causing this issue is only the ref-
erence signal itself. The reference signal is exiting Alice’s
receiver with small attenuation in its way, consequently it will
enter Bob’s receiver with a relatively large power. After the
polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but a small amount of X polarised reference signal will
immediately get to the balanced receiver through the Y port
of PBS 3 with no delay (due to imperfections of polarisation
splitter defined by PER). At the same time most of its power
passes the phase modulator and is routed to PBS 4, where in
theory it should be delayed and have its polarisation modified.
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polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but a small amount of X polarised reference signal will
immediately get to the balanced receiver through the Y port
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splitter defined by PER). At the same time most of its power
passes the phase modulator and is routed to PBS 4, where in
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) and dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is split in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polarisation rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
PBS 4 is used to match the polarisation of signals in the two branches.
• Polarisation beam splitters (PBS) and combiners are
employed for two purposes in our system. First we
use them to separate and join the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the XY port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our measurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evaluation
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
we have also taken the time domain waveforms produced by
the simulator, so we can learn more about the nature of flaws
and weaknesses during the operation.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
1000 randomly generated symbols have been sent during
the simulations, while we were looking at the EVM and






The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated from the simulation results. We have
identified two important mechanisms that have a significant
impact on transmission quality and need to be addressed. We
are using this section to describe these mechanisms.
A. Insufficient separation of reference and modulated signals
The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
vide the best possible separation between the reference signal
(LO) and the modulated signal and minimise crosstalk. This
is the reason for using Faraday-mirror and optical delay line.
However, mainly due to the imperfections of the employed
optical devices this is not always enough. Considering that the
reference signal has a much higher power than the modulated
signal, it is able to completely ruin the operation. Even if we
use devices sold as polarisation maintaining, we can be sure
that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
degree of polarisation changing effect. The same goes for
the laser, whose cross-polarisation suppression can never be
infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
This is why we have to be very considerate in the design phase
when choosing the device parameters. Our splitter (seen in
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) and dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is split in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polarisation rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
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the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the XY port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our measurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evaluation
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
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the simulator, so we can learn more about the nature of flaws
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that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
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infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) and dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is plit in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polarisation rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
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use them to separate and join the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the XY port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our measurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evalu tion
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
we have lso taken the time do ain waveforms produced by
si ulator, so e can learn more about the nature of fl ws
and weaknesses uri g the operation.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
1000 randomly generated symbols have been sent during
the simulations, while we were looking at the EVM and






The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated fr m the simulation res lts. We have
identified two important mechanisms that have a significant
impact on transmission quality and need to be addressed. We
are using this section to describe these mechanisms.
A. Insufficient separation of refer nc and modulated signals
The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
vide the best possible separation between the reference signal
(LO) and the modulated signal and minimise crosstalk. This
is the reason for using Faraday-mirror and optical delay line.
However, mainly due to the imperfections of the employed
optical devices this is not always enough. Considering that the
reference signal has a much higher power than the modulated
signal, it is able to completely ruin the operation. Even if we
use devices sold as polarisation maintaining, we can be sure
that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
degree of polarisation changing effect. The same goes for
the laser, whose cross-polarisation suppression can never be
infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
This is why we have to be very considerate in the design phase
when choosing the device parameters. Our splitter (seen in
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Fig. 2. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Alice’s
s de
Fig. 1) is splitting the optical carrier in 90:10 ratio, where the
90% is the reference signal. At this point we assume, that the
light is linearly polarised, but this is not true. In fact, after
the splitting the optical carrier is going to be mainly polarised
along the X axis on both routes, but a certain fraction is going
to be orthogonal to it (Y). On the reference route this light
is going to the output polarisation combiner (PBS2), while
its X aligned component is desired, its Y aligned component
is undesired. On the modulation route the 10% of power is
further attenuated and transformed to be Y polarised (using the
Faraday-mirror). Subsequently the modulated signal is routed
to PBS 2 and recombined with the reference signal. The issue
in that the modulated signal is Y polarised on purpose, while
the X polarised reference signal also has a fraction of Y
polarised power. These Y polarised contributions have about
the same magnitude of power, because the modulated signal
has been strongly attenuated, while the reference signal hasn’t
been. They propagate over the same medium connecting Alice
and Bob, thus we must expect considerable interference. We
have found and simulated several methods to avoid this.
• The first idea could be to insert a polariser after the
laser source to improve its linearly polarised behaviour.
According to our simulation this is not a desired method,
because all subsequent devices also modify the polarisa-
tion, therefore when the light reaches the critical place
(PBS 2), it is not going to be well polarised anymore.
• We have found the place in the system to use a polariser
with the highest efficiency in minimising the interference
of the modulated and reference signals. It is to be
used between the Splitter and PBS 2 in the reference
route, in order to decrease the power propagating in Y
polarisation state on the reference route. This minimises
the power interfering with the modulated signal in the
Y (marked with blue) polarisation state. Fig. 2 gives an
idea about the difference that this polariser makes. The
upper plot of Fig. 2 is depicting the output waveform
without polariser, while the lower one with it. It can be
seen that the well placed polariser make the impulses
much more symmetric, more square wave-like. The
improvement is significant.
• We might achieve the same grade of polarisation of the
reference signal with less explicit modification. If a PBS 2
is chosen to have high polarisation extinction ratio (PER),
it will act better at suppressing the Y polarised contribu-
tion of the reference signal before routing to the common
(XY) port. However, a commercially available polariser
works with at least 20 dB of additional suppression in the
undesired polarisation state, while increasing the PER of
a normal PBS by 20 dB is rather unrealistic.
To conclude the above, the best method to further increase
the separation of the modulated and reference signals is to
make the reference signal more polarised before recombining
it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
pol riser betwe n the Splitter and PBS 2.
B. Pre-impulses
After the first simulations we have noticed unexpected,
small amplitude impulses before every normal (expected)
impulse on the receiver side (also shown in Fig. 2). They
appeared 500 ns before the expected impulses, which was
the exact amount of delay caused by the optical delay line
in the circulator-like structure. This allowed us to conclude,
that these pre-impulses impulses are present, because a
certain fraction of optical power bypasses this delay line,
meaning that there is no full separation between the polarised
individual ports (X and Y polarised) of the polarisation beam
splitters. The principle of the operation requires both reference
and modulated signal in the receiver to actually produce an
output signal, otherwise we wouldn’t get pre-impulses.
At first glance it would seem that the root of this impairment
is a tiny fraction of modulated optical signal avoiding PBS 1
on Alice side and finding its way to the balanced receiver,
while a small fraction of the reference signal is also bypassing
PBS 4 in Bob’s device. In this scenario pre-impulses are
forming the same way as the useful, high amplitude impulses,
but with bypassing the circulator-like structures on both
sides. In this case we should be seeing a small power copy
before all impulse, but this is not what we experienced. Our
simulations showed that pre-impulses are always having the
same polarity (regardless of the polarity of the subsequent
useful impulse), and are only measured in one quadrature.
With further simulations we have proven that PBS 1 has no
effect whatsoever on the pre-impulses. Thus, the original
assumption is false, the answer must be found on Bob’s device.
The actual mechanism causing this issue is only the ref-
erence signal itself. The reference signal is exiting Alice’s
receiver with small attenuation in its way, consequently it will
enter Bob’s receiver with a relatively large power. After the
polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but a small amount of X polarised reference signal will
immediately get to the balanced receiver through the Y port
of PBS 3 with no delay (due to imperfections of polarisation
splitter defined by PER). At the same time most of its power
passes the phase modulator and is routed to PBS 4, where in
theory it should be delayed and have its polarisation modified.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Alice’s
side
Fig. 1) is splitting the optical carrier in 90:10 ratio, where the
90% is the reference signal. At this point we assume, that the
light is linearly polarised, but this is not true. In fact, after
the splitting the optical carrier is going to be mainly polarised
along the X axis on both routes, but a certain fraction is going
to be orthogonal to it (Y). On th reference route this lig t
is go ng to th output po arisa ion combiner (PBS2), whil
its X alig d component is desired, its Y aligned component
is undesired. On the modulation route the 10% of wer is
further attenuated and transformed to be Y polarised (using the
Faraday-mirr r). Subsequently the modulated signal is routed
to PBS 2 and r c mbined with the reference signal. The issu
n that the modulated signal is Y polarised on purp se, while
the X polarised reference signal also as a fraction of Y
polarised power. These Y polarised contributions have about
the same magnitude of power, b cause the modulated signal
has been strongly attenuated, while th reference signal hasn’t
been. They propagate over the same medium connecting Alic
and Bob, thu we must expect considerable interference. We
have found and simulated seve al methods to avoid this.
• Th first idea c uld b to insert a polariser after the
laser s urce to improve its linearly polarised behaviour.
According to our simulation this is not a desired method,
because all subsequ nt devices also modify the polarisa-
ti n, therefore wh n the light reaches the critical place
(PBS 2), it is not going to be well polarised anymore.
• We have found the place in the system to u e a polariser
with th highest efficiency n minimising the interference
of the modulated and reference signals. It is to b
used between the Splitter and PBS 2 in the reference
route, in order to decrease the power propagating in Y
polarisation state on the reference route. This minim s
the power interf ring with the modulated signal in th
Y (marked with blue) polarisation tate. Fig. 2 gives an
id a about the differenc that this polar ser makes. Th
upp r plot of Fig. 2 is d picting the out ut waveform
without polariser, whil the lower one wit it. It can be
se n that the w ll placed polariser make the impulses
much more symmetric, more square wave-like. The
mprovement is significant.
• We might achieve the same grade of polarisation of the
reference signal with less explicit modification. If a PBS 2
is chosen to have high polarisation extinction ratio (PER),
it will act better at suppressing the Y polarised contribu-
tion of the reference signal before routing to the common
(XY) port. However, a commercially available polariser
works with at least 20 dB of additional suppression in the
undesired pol risat on state, while increasing the PER of
a norm l PBS by 20 dB i rather unrealistic.
To conclude the above, the best method to further increase
the separation of the modulated and reference signals is to
make the reference signal more polarised before recombining
it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
polariser between the Splitter and PBS 2.
B. Pre-impulses
After the first simulations we have noticed unexpected,
small amplitude impulses before every normal (expected)
impulse on the receiver side (also shown in Fig. 2). They
appeared 500 ns before the expected impulses, which was
the exact amount of delay caused by the optical delay line
in the circulator-like structure. This allowed us to conclude
that these pre-impulse impuls s are present, b cause a
certain fraction of optical power bypasses this delay line,
meaning that there is no full s paration between the polarised
individual ports (X an Y polarised) of the polarisation beam
splitt rs. The principle of the operation requires both reference
and modulated signa in the receiver to actually produce an
output signal, otherwise we wouldn’t get pre-impulses.
At first glance it would seem that the root of this im airment
s a t ny fraction of modulated optical signal avoiding PBS 1
on Alice side a d finding its way to the balanced receiver,
while a sm ll fraction of the reference signal is also bypassing
PBS 4 n Bob’s device. In this scenario pre-impulses are
forming the same way a the useful, high amplitude impuls s,
but with bypassing the circulator-like structures on both
sides. In this c se we should be seeing a sm ll pow r copy
before all impulse, but this is not what we experienced. Our
simulatio s showe that pre-impul es re always having th
same polarity (regardle s of the polarity of the subsequ nt
useful impulse), and ar only measur d in one quadrature.
With further simulations we have proven that PBS 1 has no
effect whatsoever on the pre-impulses. Thus, the original
assumption i fals , the answer must be found on Bob’s device.
The actual mechanism causing this issue is only the ref-
erence signal itse f. The r ference signal is exiting Alice’s
rec iver wi h small attenuation in its way, consequently it wil
enter Bob’s receiver with a relatively large power. Aft r the
polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but s all amount of X polar ed reference signal will
immediately ge to the balanced r ce ver through the Y port
of PBS 3 with no delay (due to imperfecti of polarisation
splitter defined by PER). At the same time m st of its power
asses the phase modulator and is r uted to PBS 4, where in
theory it should be delayed and have ts polarisation modified.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of CVQKD optical system; two orthogonal polarisation states marked with light grey dashed line (X) and dark grey dotted line (Y);
the transmitter (Alice) produces the pulsed optical carrier, which is split in two paths of which one is modulated and has its polaris tion rotated. The two
paths are then combined and sent to the receiver (Bob), where the signal is split again based on polarisation and finally detected with a coherent receiver.
PBS 4 is used to match the polarisation of signals in the two branches.
• Polarisation beam plitters (PBS) and combiners are
employed for two purposes in our system. First we
u e them to separate and j in the reference signal and
the one carrying the actual information. This happens
at the output of the transmitter and the input of the
receiver. We also use PBSs for a different purpose: to
construct circulator-like sub-systems to delay and change
the state of polarisation of the signals. We are going to
use the graphical representation of the PBS seen on Fig. 1
(PBS 1) for further explanation. In case of our circulator-
like structures the light enters at one of the polarised
ports (X) and exists the common port (XY). When it
is reflected by the Faraday-mirror, it goes through XY
again, but this time exits the device at the other polarised
port (Y), because its polarisation has been modified.
The manufacturer defines the polarisation extinction ratio
(PER): when perfectly linearly X polarised light enters
the common port (XY), its full power should be exiting
the dedicated port (X). Due to the imperfections some X
polarised light gets to the Y port, and PER tells us how
significant this contribution is. This is crucial parameter in
our application, and it must be modelled very carefully.
There is another important parameter, which we could
not find in any data sheet: the crosstalk between the
singular (X and Y) ports. As we feed an optical signal
to the X port, its full power is bound to exit on the
common port (XY). But based on our experiences, there
is a tiny fraction of light, that gets immediately reflected
from the Y port and goes directly to Y by skipping
the optical delay line and Faraday-mirror. According to
our easurements this crosstalk should be in the domain
of -60 dB, which is rather low, but still crucial in our
CVQKD optical system. This had to be modelled very
carefully.
• We didn’t have any information regarding the polarisation
dependent behaviour of phase and amplitude modulators,
therefore we assumed ideal operation.
C. Evaluation
We are treating the CVQKD optical system as a con-
ventional transmission system, therefore we utilise classical
methods of evaluation. For this purpose we utilised simple
QAM and PSK modulation schemes and we took their error
vector magnitude (EVM) as a descriptive metrics. Moreover,
we have also taken the time domain waveforms produced by
the simulator, so we can learn more about the nature of flaws
and weaknesses during the operation.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
1000 r ndomly generat d symbols have been sent during
the simulation , while we w re looking at the EVM and






The symbols of reference for are known, the error vectors
can easily be calculated from the si ulation results. We have
identified two important mechanisms that have a significant
impact on transmission quality and n ed to be addressed. We
are using this section to describe these mechanisms.
A. Insufficient separation of reference and modul ted s gn ls
The complete system seen on Fig. 1 is constructed to pro-
vide the best possible separation between the reference signal
(LO) and the modulated signal and minimise crosstalk. This
is the reason for using Faraday-mirror optical delay line.
However, mainly due to the imperfections of the employed
optical devices this is not always enough. Considering that the
reference signal has a much higher power than the modulated
signal, it is able to completely ruin the operation. Even if we
use devices sold as polarisation maintaining, we can be sure
that they are not performing perfectly, they have a certain
degree of polarisation changing effect. The same goes for
the laser, whose cross-polarisation suppression can never be
infinite. The polarisation controller is only able to compensate
the impairments caused by the fibre connecting Alice and Bob.
This is why we have to be very considerate in the design phase
when choosing the device parameters. Our splitter (seen in














































Fig. 2. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Alice’s
side
Fig. 1) is splitting the optical carrier in 90:10 ratio, where the
90% is the eference signal. At this point e assum , that the
light is linearly polarised, but this is not true. In fact, after
the splitting the optical carrier is going to be mainly polarised
along the X axis on both routes, but a certain fraction is going
to be orthogonal to it (Y). On the reference route this light
is going to the output polarisation combiner (PBS2), while
its X aligned component is desired, its Y aligned component
is undesired. On the modulation route the 10% of power is
further attenuated and transformed to be Y polarised (using the
Faraday-mirror). Subsequently the modulated signal is routed
to PBS 2 and recombined with the reference signal. The issue
in that the modulated signal is Y polarised on purpose, while
the X polarised reference signal also has a fraction of Y
polarised power. These Y polarised contributions have about
the same magnitude of power, because the modulated signal
has been strongly attenuated, while the reference signal hasn’t
been. They propagate over the same medium connecting Alice
and Bob, thus we must expect considerable interference. We
have found and simulated several methods to avoid this.
• The first idea could be to insert a polariser after the
laser source to improve its linearly polarised behaviour.
According to our simulation this is not a desired method,
because all subsequent devices also modify the polarisa-
tion, therefore when the light reaches the critical place
(PBS 2), it is not going to be well polarised anymore.
• We have found the place in the system to use a polariser
with the highest efficiency in minimising the interference
of the modulated and reference signals. It is to be
used between the Splitter and PBS 2 in the reference
route, in order to decrease the power propagating in Y
polarisation state on the reference route. This minimises
the power interfering with the modulated signal in the
Y (marked with blue) polarisation state. Fig. 2 gives an
idea about the difference that this polariser makes. The
upper plot of Fig. 2 is depicting the output waveform
without polariser, while the lower one with it. It can be
seen that the well placed polariser make the impulses
much more symmetric, more square wave-like. The
improvement is significant.
• We might achieve the same grade of polarisation of the
reference signal with less explicit modification. If a PBS 2
is chosen to have high polarisation extinction ratio (PER),
it will act better at suppressing the Y polarised contribu-
tion of the reference signal before routing to the common
(XY) port. However, a commercially available polariser
works with at least 20 dB of additional suppression in the
undesired polarisation state, while increasing the PER of
a normal PBS by 20 dB is rather unrealistic.
To conclude the above, the best method to further increase
the separation of the modulated and reference signals is to
make the reference signal more polarised before recombining
it with the modulated one. The easiest and most straightfor-
ward way to this is to extend the setup with a X aligned
polariser between the Splitter and PBS 2.
B. Pre-impulses
After the first simulations we have noticed unexpected,
small amplitude impulses before every normal (expected)
impulse on the receiver side (also shown in Fig. 2). They
appeared 500 ns before the expected impulses, which was
the exact amount of delay caused by the optical delay line
in the circulator-like structure. This allowed us to conclude,
that these pre-impulses impulses are present, because a
certain fraction of optical power bypasses this delay line,
meaning that there is no full separation between the polarised
individual ports (X and Y polarised) of the polarisation beam
splitters. The principle of the operation requires both reference
and modulated signal in the receiver to actually produce an
output signal, otherwise we wouldn’t get pre-impulses.
At first glance it would seem that the root of this impairment
is a tiny fraction of modulated optical signal avoiding PBS 1
on Alice side and finding its way to the balanced receiver,
while a small fraction of the reference signal is also bypassing
PBS 4 in Bob’s device. In this scenario pre-impulses are
forming the same way as the useful, high amplitude impulses,
but with bypassing the circulator-like structures on both
sides. In this case we should be seeing a small power copy
before all impulse, but this is not what we experienced. Our
simulations showed that pre-impulses are always having the
same polarity (regardless of the polarity of the subsequent
useful impulse), and are only measured in one quadrature.
With further simulations we have proven that PBS 1 has no
effect whatsoever on the pre-impulses. Thus, the original
assumption is false, the answer must be found on Bob’s device.
The actual mechanism causing this issue is only the ref-
erence signal itself. The reference signal is exiting Alice’s
receiver with small attenuation in its way, consequently it will
enter Bob’s receiver with a relatively large power. After the
polarisation controller it is routed to the phase modulator by
PBS 3, but a small amount of X polarised reference signal will
immediately get to the balanced receiver through the Y port
of PBS 3 with no delay (due to imperfections of polarisation
splitter defined by PER). At the same time most of its power
passes the phase modulator and is routed to PBS 4, where in
theory it should be delayed and have its polarisation modified.
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TABLE I
EFFECT OF PARAMETER MODIFICATION OF CERTAIN DEVICES EXPRESSED IN EVM
Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4.39 % 0%
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
3 Alice pola iser 15 dB ⇒ 35 dB 3.17 % 1.22 %
4 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 4.35 % 0.04 %
5 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 4.34 % 0.05 %
6 Al ce PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
7 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 3.16 % 1.23 %




























Fig. 3. C mparison of output waveforms withou nd with polariser on Bob’s
ide
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosing a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Suggestions to address this problem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific parameter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X polarised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised in their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
seen in the second and third row of Table 1. By increasing
the polarisation extinction ratio of the output combiner on
Alice’s side, we get the same result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective than the polariser, which only affects the
reference signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due to manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
parameters of the PBS in the circulator like structure in the
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
have considerable effect on transmission quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated and reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 controller. It is working to maximise the power
measured of a reference point chosen by us. The location of
the controller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choose
the reference point. In this section we are dealing with the
proper choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling error.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
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Fig. 4. Schematic operation of polarisation splitters
signals, mainly because of the unsatisfying behaviour of
polarisation splitters and combiners (these two are physically
identical). The polarisation controller is basically doing the
same job, it is trying to minimise interference, therefore
we must choose the location of the reference very carefully
to address this issue. We also know - based on previously
detailed considerations -, that the leakage of the reference
signal into the routes of the modulated signal poses with the
biggest threat. Thus the modulated and reference signals are
not of equal importance, we have to pay more attention to
the proper separation of the reference optical signal.
Fig. 4 is a simple depiction of how the polarisation splitter
sets its X and Y (slow and fast axis in other words) outputs.
Fig. 4.a depicts an ideal scenario, in which the reference signal
(marked with red) is linearly polarised and its full power is
matched with the X axis of the PBS. The same goes for
the modulated signal (marked with blue), its power is in the
orthogonal state of polarisation and is perfectly aligned with
the Y axis. In this case the PBS is able to separate the two,
leaving no interference: X output will only have the reference
signal, Y output only the modulated one. In case Fig. 4.b the
two signals are still orthogonal in polarisation, but there is a
slight rotation compared to the axes of the PBS. This is the
case of a certain degree of polarisation controlling error. The
PBS is unable to separate the two, they are going to interfere.
X and Y outputs will contain some of both the modulated and
some of the reference signal, depending on the projection, as
seen in Fig. 4. It is apparent, that we are looking to achieve
scenario Fig. 4.a. We also must see, that the polarisation of
the two signals will not always be orthogonal. Its because
that they are processed in separate optical paths, travelling
through different components with various properties, so they
will not be orthogonal when recombined again. This is shown
on Fig. 4.c. In case Fig. 4.b, if we use good polarisation
controlling mechanisms, we are able to perfectly split the
two signals, in case Fig. 4.c this will be impossible. This
must be kept in mind when choosing the reference point for
the controller, because Fig. 4.c is exactly what is happening
in our system. We must be careful to keep concentrate the
reference optical power to one output not to interfere with the
modulated signal. Power leakage in the other way is accepted,
due to the large differences in power. To draw the conclusion,
the reference point must be at the X output of PBS 3, to
concentrate the reference power in that path.
TABLE II
EFFECT OF ERROR IN POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Error EVM (%) Difference (%)






In the Table 2 we are giving an overview of the effect of
different magnitudes of polarisation controlling errors. We are
starting from 0.001 degrees and moving with logarithmic steps
to 1◦. Controlling error will affect the efficiency of PBS 3
in separating the reference and modulated signals. This error
cannot be corrected later in the system, therefore it is crucial
achieving the best possible operation.
As seen on Table 1, 0.01◦ error is not a significant error,
but with 0.1◦ the EVM is starting to rise dramatically. At 1◦
the transmission is basically collapsed. 0.1◦ error might be
expressed in dBs: it resembles -55 dB of crosstalk between
the reference and modulated signals. It might seem to be low,
but as mentioned earlier, the system is very sensitive due to
the large power differences.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we used simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of an optical transmission network suitable for
continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) to
improve its performance. While most papers on this field focus
on the issue of quantum theory, protocols and the construction
of novel architectures, we gave practical considerations for the
construction of a specific systems from a photonic engineer’s
point of view. We have proven that the crucial passive com-
ponents in the system are the polarisation dependent devices,
mainly the polarisation splitters and combiners (PBSs), whose
insufficient behaviour reduce the separation of the modulated
and reference signal impulses. We have shown that the proper
parameter choice of PBSs is very important, and the trans-
mission quality may be further improved using polariser. We
have found the best possible location for extra polarisers in
the system and validated our assumption in theory and also
with simulations. This turned out to be a very straightforward
modification, because a relatively simple and cheap passive
device in the right place makes a large difference in terms
of transmission quality. We also looked at the question of
polarisation control, which is a defining factor for long-term
stability. We simulated what magnitude of error might be
accepted in the system and also found the ideal operation
conditions for our specific controller. Our results might be able
to give guidelines for the construction of CVQKD systems on
the level of the optical backhaul network.
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EFFECT OF PARAMETER MODIFICATION OF CERTAIN DEVICES EXPRESSED IN EVM
Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4.39 % 0%
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
3 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 35 dB 3.17 % 1.22 %
4 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 4.35 % 0.04 %
5 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 4.34 % 0.05 %
6 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
7 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 3.16 % 1.23 %




























Fig. 3. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Bob’s
side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosing a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Suggestions to address this problem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific parameter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X polarised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised in their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
seen in the second and third row of Table 1. By increasing
the polarisation extinction ratio of the output combiner on
Alice’s side, we get the same result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective than the polariser, which only affects the
reference signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due to manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
parameters of the PBS in the circulator like structure in the
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
have considerable effect on transmission quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated and reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 controller. It is working to maximise the power
measured of a reference point chosen by us. The location of
the controller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choose
the reference point. In this section we are dealing with the
proper choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling error.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
5
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Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4.39 % 0%
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
3 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 35 dB 3.17 % 1.22 %
4 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 4.35 % 0.04 %
5 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 4.34 % 0.05 %
6 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
7 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 3.16 % 1.23 %




























Fig. 3. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Bob’s
side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosing a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Suggestions to address this roblem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific parameter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X p larised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised i their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
see in the second and third row of Table 1. By increasi g
the polarisation exti ction ratio of the output combiner on
Alice’s side, we get the same result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective t an t e polariser, which only affects the
reference signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due t manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
para eters of the PBS in the circulator like structure in t e
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
have considerable effect on transmissi n quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated and reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at ur university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 controller. It is working to maximise the power
measured of a reference point chosen by us. The location of
the controller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choose
the reference point. In this section we are dealing with t e
pr per choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling error.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
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Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4.39 % 0%
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
3 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 35 dB 3.17 % 1.22 %
4 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 4.35 % 0.04 %
5 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 4.34 % 0.05 %
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Fig. 3. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Bob’s
side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosing a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Suggestions to address this problem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific parameter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X polarised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise th most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the ransmis-
sion qu lity. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter set ing (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised in their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
seen in the second and third row of Table 1. By increasing
the polarisation extinction ratio of the output combiner on
Alice’s side, we get the same result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective than the polariser, which only affects the
reference signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due to manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
parameters of the PBS in the circulator like structure in the
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
have considerable effect on transmission quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated and reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 controller. It is working to maximise the power
measured of a reference point chosen by us. The location of
the controller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choose
the reference point. In this section we are dealing with the
proper choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling error.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
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Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4 9 %
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 30 09
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7 2 3 16 1 23
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Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independ nt f all devices on Alice’s side, how ver the
polarisation extinction ratios f the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosi g a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Suggestions to address this problem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific parameter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X polarised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised in their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
seen in the second and third row of Table 1. By increasing
the polarisation extinction ratio of the output combiner on
Alice’s side, we get the same result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective than the polariser, which only affects the
reference signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due to manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
parameters of the PBS in the circulator like structure in the
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation epen ent components didn’t
have c siderable effect on transmission quality.
IV. POLARIS TION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated and reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 controller. It is working to maximise the power
measured of a reference point chosen by us. The location of
the controller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choose
the r point. In this section we are dealing with the
proper choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling error.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
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Fig. 3. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Bob’s
side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extincti n ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosing a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Sugg stions to address this problem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific para eter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look f r in the data
sheet, much more re listic, than ptimising t e crosst lk
between X and Y p rts.
• In cas we don’t have any further chan e to swap the
existin the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
ca also make a huge differ nce. The main cause of
t problem (pre-impulses) is the X polarised referenc
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated sig al, namely to t Y port f PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y alig ed polariser betw en t PBS 3 nd t
balanced r ceiv r. We are showing the effect f this
polariser in Fig. 3. By compari g the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses c ased t exist on th
lower one due to t polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised i their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
se n i the second and third row of T ble 1. By incr asing
t pol risation extinction ratio of the utput combiner on
Alice’s sid , we t the sam result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effe tive th n the polariser, whic only affects the
r f re ce signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, incre sing the PER beyond c rtai
l vel is basically impossible due to manufacturing difficulties,
s it is recommended to use a p laris r to experience about
the same r sult, at low r cost nd effort. By improving t
paramet rs f the PBS in th circulator like structure in the
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes ca be observed.
This is ecause PBS 1 only e ls with the modulated signal,
hile from separation p int of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
h ve considerable eff ct on transmissio quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated a d reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 c tr ller. It is working to aximis the ow r
measured of a reference point chosen by s. The l cation of
the c ntroller is fixed (B b’s input), but we are fre to choos
the reference p i t. I this section we are deali g ith t
r r choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling rror.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
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side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small raction of power is
not delayed, but s going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impuls s
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation xtinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choos ng a larger PER reduced the pre-impul e magnitude.
Suggestions to add ess this problem:
• First e should choo e PBSs for our setup, those have a
larg r grade of separation between the r olari d ports
(X and Y). This is rather ard to do, becaus manu a -
turers don’t usually optimise is specific para eter, this
is n t even included in ost of the P S data sh ts.
• e might also ook for PBSs with larger PER. T is i one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, uch ore realistic, than optimising t e crosst lk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chan e to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
ca also make a huge difference. The main cause of
th proble (pre-impulses) is the X polarised refer nc
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
e might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y alig ed polariser betw en the PBS 3 and t
balanced r ceiv r. e are sho ing the effect f this
po ris r in Fig. 3. By compari g the wo plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceas d t exi t on th
lower one due to t polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the pol risation dependent components affecti g the transmis-
sion quality. e express the results in EV . T first line
is giving the EV in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all co tain one modification compa d to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, t y make the light more polarised in their locat on.
Th most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
se n in the second and third row of T ble 1. By increasing
th pol risation extinction rati of the output combiner on
Alice’s s de, we get the sam result. This device pola ises
both the modulated and reference signals, th refore it i a
it mor effe tive th the polariser, whic only affec s the
ref rence signal. This becomes ppa ent if we compar row 3
with row 7. However, increa ing th PER bey nd certain
l vel is basically impossible due to manufacturing iffi ulties,
so it recommended to use a p laris r to experience about
the same r sult, at low r cost and effort. By improving the
paramet rs f he PBS in th circulator like structure in
tr nsmi ter (PBS 1), less signifi ant changes ca be observed.
This is b cause PBS 1 only de ls with th modulated signal,
ile from separation p int of view the more impor ant one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passiv polarisation dependent components d d ’t
have c nsider ble ffect on ra smission quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polari ation controlling has dedi ated importance for pr per
operati n. In our CVQKD system w are using a polarisation
controller to co rect the polarisation chang effect of the
sta dard fibre connec ing A ice nd Bob. If it’s not w rking
properly, PBS 3 will ot be able to correctly separate the
m dulated and reference sign ls resulting in an error. T
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 c tr ller. It is working to aximise the w r
measured of a ref rence point chosen by s. Th l cation f
th c ntroller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choos
refe ence p i t. In this section we are d ali g it th
r r choi for reference poin , moreover w are evaluating
the effect of controlling rror.
A. Refe ence point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed








Fig. 4. Schematic operation of polarisation splitters
signals, mainly because of the unsatisfying behaviour of
polarisation splitters and combiners (these two are physically
identical). The polarisation controller is basically doing the
same job, it is trying to minimise interference, therefore
we must choose the location of the reference very carefully
to address this issue. We also know - based on previously
detailed considerations -, that the leakage of the reference
signal into the routes of the modulated signal poses with the
biggest threat. Thus the modulated and reference signals are
not of equal importance, we have to pay more attention to
the proper separation of the reference optical signal.
Fig. 4 is a simple depiction of h the polarisation splitter
s ts its X a d Y (sl w and f st axis in other words) outputs.
Fig. 4.a depicts an ideal scenari , in which the refer nce signal
(marked with red) is linearly polarise and its full power is
matched with the X axis of the PBS. The same goes for
t m dulat d signal (marked with blue), its power is in the
orthogonal state of polarisation and is perfectly aligned with
the Y axis. In this case the PBS is able to separate the two,
leaving no interference: X output will only have the reference
signal, Y output only the modulated one. In case Fig. 4.b the
two signals are still orthogonal in polarisation, but there is a
slight rotation compared to the axes of the PBS. This is the
case of a certain degree of polarisation controlling error. The
PBS is unable to separate the two, they are going to interfere.
X and Y outputs will contain some of both the modulated and
some of the reference signal, depending on the projection, as
seen in Fig. 4. It is apparent, that we are looking to achieve
scenario Fig. 4.a. We also must see, that the polarisation of
the two signals will not always be orthogonal. Its because
that they are processed in separate optical paths, travelling
through different components with various properties, so they
will not be orthogonal when recombined again. This is shown
on Fig. 4.c. In case Fig. 4.b, if we use good polarisation
controlling mechanisms, we are able to perfectly split the
two signals, in case Fig. 4.c this will be impossible. This
must be kept in mind when choosing the reference point for
the controller, because Fig. 4.c is exactly what is happening
in our system. We must be careful to keep concentrate the
reference optical power to one output not to interfere with the
modulated signal. Power leakage in the other way is accepted,
due to the large differences in power. To draw the conclusion,
the reference point must be at the X output of PBS 3, to
concentrate the reference power in that path.
TABLE II
EFFECT OF ERROR IN POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Error EVM (%) Difference (%)






In the Table 2 we are giving an overview of the effect of
different magnitudes of polarisation controlling errors. We are
starting from 0.001 degrees and moving with logarithmic steps
to 1◦. Controlling error will affect the efficiency of PBS 3
in separating the reference and modulated signals. This error
cannot be corrected later in the system, therefore it is crucial
achieving the best possible operation.
As seen on Table 1, 0.01◦ error is not a significant error,
but with 0.1◦ the EVM is starting to rise dramatically. At 1◦
the transmission is basically collapsed. 0.1◦ error might be
expressed in dBs: it resembles -55 dB of crosstalk between
the reference and modulated signals. It might seem to be low,
but as mentioned earlier, the system is very sensitive due to
the large power differences.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we used simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of an optical transmission network suitable for
continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) to
improve its performance. While most papers on this field focus
on the issue of quantum theory, protocols and the construction
of novel architectures, we gave practical considerations for the
construction of a specific systems from a photonic engineer’s
point of view. We have proven that the crucial passive com-
ponents in the system are the polarisation dependent devices,
mainly the polarisation splitters and combiners (PBSs), whose
insufficient behaviour reduce the separation of the modulated
and reference signal impulses. We have shown that the proper
parameter choice of PBSs is very important, and the trans-
mission quality may be further improved using polariser. We
have found the best possible location for extra polarisers in
the system and validated our assumption in theory and also
with simulations. This turned out to be a very straightforward
modification, because a relatively simple and cheap passive
device in the right place makes a large difference in terms
of transmission quality. We also looked at the question of
polarisation control, which is a defining factor for long-term
stability. We simulated what magnitude of error might be
accepted in the system and also found the ideal operation
conditions for our specific controller. Our results might be able
to give guidelines for the construction of CVQKD systems on
the level of the optical backhaul network.
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sign ls, mainly becaus of the unsatisfying behaviour of
polarisation splitters and combiners (these two are physically
identical). The polarisation controller is basically doing the
same job, it is trying to minimise interference, therefore
we must choose the location of the reference very carefully
to address his is ue. We al o know - based on previously
detailed considerat ons -, that the leakage of the
signal into the routes of the modulated signal poses with the
biggest threat. Thus the modulated and reference signals are
not of equal importance, we have to pay more attention to
the proper separation of the reference optical signal.
Fig. 4 is a simple depiction of how the polarisation splitter
sets its X and Y (slow and fast axis in other words) outputs.
Fig. 4.a depicts an ideal scenario, in which the reference signal
(marked with red) is linearly polarised and its full power is
matched with the X axis of the PBS. The same goes for
the modulated signal (marked with blue), its power is in the
orthogonal state of polarisation and is perfectly aligned with
the Y axis. In this case the PBS is able to separate the two,
leaving no interference: X output will only have the reference
signal, Y output only the modulated one. In case Fig. 4.b the
two signals are still orthogonal in polarisation, but there is a
slight rotation compared to the axes of the PBS. This is the
case of a certain degree of polarisation controlling error. The
PBS is unable to separate the two, they are going to interfere.
X and Y outputs will contain some of both the modulated and
some of the reference signal, depending on the projection, as
seen in Fig. 4. It is apparent, that we are looking to achieve
scenario Fig. 4.a. We also must see, that the polarisation of
the two signals will not always be orthogonal. Its because
that they are processed in separate optical paths, travelling
through different components with various properties, so they
will not be orthogonal when recombined again. This is shown
on Fig. 4.c. In case Fig. 4.b, if we use good polarisation
controlling mechanisms, we are able to perfectly split the
two signals, in case Fig. 4.c this will be impossible. This
must be kept in mind when choosing the reference point for
the controller, because Fig. 4.c is exactly what is happening
in our system. We must be careful to keep concentrate the
reference optical power to one output not to interfere with the
modulated signal. Power leakage in the other way is accepted,
due to the large differences in power. To draw the conclusion,
the reference point must be at the X output of PBS 3, to
concentrate the reference power in that path.
TABLE II
EFFECT OF ERROR IN POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Error EVM (%) Difference (%)
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but with 0.1◦ the EVM is starting to rise dramatically. At 1◦
the transmission is basically collapsed. 0.1◦ error might be
expressed in dBs: it resembles -55 dB of crosstalk between
the reference and modulated signals. It might seem to be low,
but as mentioned earlier, the system is very sensitive due to
the large power differences.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we used simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of an optical transmission network suitable for
continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) to
improve its performance. While most papers on this field focus
on the issue of quantum theory, protocols and the construction
of novel architectures, we gave practical considerations for the
construction of a specific systems from a photonic engineer’s
point of view. We have proven that the crucial passive com-
ponents in the system are the polarisation dependent devices,
mainly the polarisation splitters and combiners (PBSs), whose
insufficient behaviour reduce the separation of the modulated
and reference signal impulses. We have shown that the proper
parameter choice of PBSs is very important, and the trans-
mission quality may be further improved using polariser. We
have found the best possible location for extra polarisers in
the system and validated our assumption in theory and also
with simulations. This turned out to be a very straightforward
modification, because a relatively simple and cheap passive
device in the right place makes a large difference in terms
of transmission quality. We also looked at the question of
polarisation control, which is a defining factor for long-term
stability. We simulated what magnitude of error might be
accepted in the system and also found the ideal operation
conditions for our specific controller. Our results might be able
to give guidelines for the construction of CVQKD systems on
the level of the optical backhaul network.
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to address this issue. We also know - based on previously
detailed considerations -, that the leakage of the reference
signal into the routes of the modulated signal poses with the
biggest threat. Thus the modulated and reference signals are
not of equal importance, we have to pay more attention to
the proper separation of the reference optical signal.
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sets its X and Y (slow and fast axis in other words) outputs.
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(marked with red) is linearly polarised and its full power is
matched with the X axis of the PBS. The same goes for
the modulated signal (marked with blue), its power is in the
orthogonal state of polarisation and is perfectly aligned with
the Y axis. In this case the PBS is able to separate the two,
leaving no interference: X output will only have the reference
signal, Y output only the modulated one. In case Fig. 4.b the
two signals are still orthogonal in polarisation, but there is a
slight rotation compared to the axes of the PBS. This is the
case of a certain degree of polarisation controlling error. The
PBS is unable to separate the two, they are going to interfere.
X and Y outputs will contain some of both the modulated and
some of the reference signal, depending on the projection, as
seen in Fig. 4. It is apparent, that we are looking to achieve
scenario Fig. 4.a. We also must see, that the polarisation of
the two signals will not always be orthogonal. Its because
that they are processed in separate optical paths, travelling
through different components with various properties, so they
will not be orthogonal when recombined again. This is shown
on Fig. 4.c. In case Fig. 4.b, if we use good polarisation
controlling mechanisms, we are able to perfectly split the
two signals, in case Fig. 4.c this will be impossible. This
must be kept in mind when choosing the reference point for
the controller, because Fig. 4.c is exactly what is happening
in our system. We must be careful to keep concentrate the
reference optical power to one output not to interfere with the
modulated signal. Power leakage in the other way is accepted,
due to the large differences in power. To draw the conclusion,
the reference point must be at the X output of PBS 3, to
concentrate the reference power in that path.
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formance of an optical transmission network suitable for
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on the issue of quantum theory, protocols and the construction
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mission quality may be further improved using polariser. We
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the system and validated our assumption in theory and also
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device in the right place makes a large difference in terms
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EFFECT OF PARAMETER MODIFICATION OF CERTAIN DEVICES EXPRESSED IN EVM
Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4.39 % 0%
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
3 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 35 dB 3.17 % 1.22 %
4 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 4.35 % 0.04 %
5 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 4.34 % 0.05 %
6 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
7 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 3.16 % 1.23 %




























Fig. 3. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Bob’s
side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
it: choosing a larger PER reduced the pre-impulse magnitude.
Suggestions to address this problem:
• First we should choose PBSs for our setup, those have a
larger grade of separation between their polarised ports
(X and Y). This is rather hard to do, because manufac-
turers don’t usually optimise this specific parameter, this
is not even included in most of the PBS data sheets.
• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X polarised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
the other lines all contain one modification compared to this
state. These changes basically all have the same physical
effect, they make the light more polarised in their location.
The most explicit way to do this is the use of polariser as
seen in the second and third row of Table 1. By increasing
the polarisation extinction ratio of the output combiner on
Alice’s side, we get the same result. This device polarises
both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective than the polariser, which only affects the
reference signal. This becomes apparent if we compare row 3
with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due to manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
parameters of the PBS in the circulator like structure in the
transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
have considerable effect on transmission quality.
IV. POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Polarisation controlling has dedicated importance for proper
operation. In our CVQKD system we are using a polarisation
controller to correct the polarisation changing effect of the
standard fibre connecting Alice and Bob. If it’s not working
properly, PBS 3 will not be able to correctly separate the
modulated and reference signals resulting in an error. The
CVQKD system at our university utilises a General Photonics
POS–002 controller. It is working to maximise the power
measured of a reference point chosen by us. The location of
the controller is fixed (Bob’s input), but we are free to choose
the reference point. In this section we are dealing with the
proper choice for reference point, moreover we are evaluating
the effect of controlling error.
A. Reference point
The root cause of most of the previously detailed
impairments is the interference of the modulated and reference
5
TABLE I
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Modification EVM Change in EVM
1 N/A (reference) 4.39 % 0%
2 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 25 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
3 Alice polariser 15 dB ⇒ 35 dB 3.17 % 1.22 %
4 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 4.35 % 0.04 %
5 Alice PBS 1 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 4.34 % 0.05 %
6 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 30 dB 3.30 % 1.09 %
7 Alice PBS 2 PER 20 dB ⇒ 40 dB 3.16 % 1.23 %




























Fig. 3. Comparison of output waveforms without and with polariser on Bob’s
side
Because PBS 4 also has a certain grade of crosstalk (about -
60 dB) between its X and Y ports, a small fraction of power is
not delayed, but is going immediately in the balanced receiver.
The proof of this concept is that the magnitude of pre-impulses
is independent of all devices on Alice’s side, however the
polarisation extinction ratios of the PBSs in Bob’s device affect
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• We might also look for PBSs with larger PER. This is one
of the most important parameters to look for in the data
sheet, much more realistic, than optimising the crosstalk
between X and Y ports.
• In case we don’t have any further chance to swap the
existing the PBSs on Bob’ side, employing a polariser
can also make a huge difference. The main cause of
the problem (pre-impulses) is the X p larised reference
signal routed in the same place with the Y polarised
modulated signal, namely to the Y port of PBS 3.
We might reduce this X polarised undesired power by
using a Y aligned polariser between the PBS 3 and the
balanced receiver. We are showing the effect of this
polariser in Fig. 3. By comparing the two plots it might
be seen that the pre-impulses ceased to exist on the
lower one due to the polariser.
C. Numerical results
In Table 1 we summarise the most important parameters of
the polarisation dependent components affecting the transmis-
sion quality. We express the results in EVM. The first line
is giving the EVM in the base parameter setting (reference),
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both the modulated and reference signals, therefore it is a
bit more effective t an t e polariser, which only affects the
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with row 7. However, increasing the PER beyond a certain
level is basically impossible due t manufacturing difficulties,
so it is recommended to use a polariser to experience about
the same result, at lower cost and effort. By improving the
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transmitter (PBS 1), less significant changes can be observed.
This is because PBS 1 only deals with the modulated signal,
while from separation point of view the more important one to
handle is the reference signal. According to our simulations,
all the other passive polarisation dependent components didn’t
have considerable effect on transmissi n quality.
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CVQKD system at ur university utilises a General Photonics
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the reference point. In this section we are dealing with t e
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Fig. 4. Schematic operation of polarisation splitters
signals, mainly because of the unsatisfying behaviour of
polarisation splitters and combiners (these two are physically
identical). The pol risation contr ller is basically doing the
same job, it is trying to minimise interference, therefore
we must choose the location of the reference very carefully
to address this issue. We also know - based on previously
detailed considerations -, that the leakage of the reference
signal into the routes of the modulated signal poses with the
biggest threat. Thus the modulated and reference signals are
not of equal importance, we have to pay more attention to
the proper separation of the reference optical signal.
Fig. 4 is a simple depiction of how the polarisation splitter
ets its X and Y (slow and fast axis in other words) outputs.
F . 4.a depicts an ideal scenario, in which the ref rence signal
(marked with red) is linearly polarised nd its full power is
matched with the X axis of the PBS. The same goes for
the modulated signal (marked with blue), its power is in the
orthogonal state of polarisation and is perfectly aligned with
the Y axis. In this case the PBS is able to separate the two,
leaving no interference: X output will only have the reference
signal, Y output only the modulated one. In case Fig. 4.b the
two signals are still orthogonal in polarisation, but there is a
slight rotation compared to the axes of the PBS. This is the
case of a certain degree of polarisation controlling error. The
PBS is unable to separate the two, they are going to interfere.
X and Y outputs will contain some of both the modulated and
some of the reference signal, depending on the projection, as
seen in Fig. 4. It is apparent, that we are looking to achieve
scenario Fig. 4.a. We also must see, that the polarisation of
the two signals will not always be orthogonal. Its because
that they are processed in separate optical paths, travelling
through different components with various properties, so they
will not be orthogonal when recombined again. This is shown
on Fig. 4.c. In case Fig. 4.b, if we use good polarisation
controlling mechanisms, we are able to perfectly split the
two signals, in case Fig. 4.c this will be impossible. This
must be kept in mind when choosing the reference point for
the controller, because Fig. 4.c is exactly what is happening
in our system. We must be careful to keep concentrate the
reference optical power to one output not to interfere with the
modulated signal. Power leakage in the other way is accepted,
due to the large differences in power. To draw the conclusion,
the reference point must be at the X output of PBS 3, to
concentrate the reference power in that path.
TABLE II
EFFECT OF ERROR IN POLARISATION CONTROLLING
Err r EVM (%) Difference (%)






In the Table 2 we are giving an overview of the effect of
different magnitudes of polarisation controlling errors. We are
starting from 0.001 degrees and moving with logarithmic steps
to 1◦. Controlling error will affect the efficiency of PBS 3
in separating the reference and modulated signals. This error
cannot be corrected later in the system, therefore it is crucial
achieving the best possible operation.
As seen on Table 1, 0.01◦ error is not a significant error,
but with 0.1◦ the EVM is starting to rise dramatically. At 1◦
the transmission is basically collapsed. 0.1◦ error might be
expressed in dBs: it resembles -55 dB of crosstalk between
the reference and modulated signals. It might seem to be low,
but as mentioned earlier, the system is very sensitive due to
the large power differences.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we used simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of an optical transmission network suitable for
continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) to
improve its performance. While most papers on this field focus
on the issue of quantum theory, protocols and the construction
of novel architectures, we gave practical considerations for the
construction of a specific systems from a photonic engineer’s
point of view. We have proven that the crucial passive com-
ponents in the system are the polarisation dependent devices,
mainly the polarisation splitters and combiners (PBSs), whose
insufficient behaviour reduce the separation of the modulated
and reference signal impulses. We have shown that the proper
parameter choice of PBSs is very important, and the trans-
mission quality may be further improved using polariser. We
have found the best possible location for extra polarisers in
the system and validated our assumption in theory and also
with simulations. This turned out to be a very straightforward
modification, because a relatively simple and cheap passive
device in the right place makes a large difference in terms
of transmission quality. We also looked at the question of
polarisation control, which is a defining factor for long-term
stability. We simulated what magnitude of error might be
accepted in the system and also found the ideal operation
conditions for our specific controller. Our results might be able
to give guidelines for the construction of CVQKD systems on
the level of the optical backhaul network.
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signals, mainly because of the unsatisfying behaviour of
polarisation splitters and combiners (these two are physically
identical). The polarisation controller is basically doing the
same job, it is trying to minimise interference, therefore
we must choose the location of the reference very carefully
to address this issue. We also know - based on previously
detailed considerations -, that the leakage of the reference
signal into the routes of the modulated signal poses with the
biggest threat. Thus the modulated and reference signals are
not of equal importance, we have to pay more attention to
the proper separation of the reference optical signal.
Fig. 4 is a simple depiction of how the polarisation splitter
sets its X and Y (slow and fast axis in other words) outputs.
Fig. 4.a depicts an ideal scenario, in which the reference signal
(marked with red) is linearly polarised and its full power is
matched with the X axis of the PBS. The same goes for
the modulated signal (marked with blue), its power is in the
orthogonal state of polarisation and is perfectly aligned with
the Y axis. In this case the PBS is able to separate the two,
leaving no interference: X output will only have the reference
signal, Y output only the modulated one. In case Fig. 4.b the
two signals are still orthogonal in polarisation, but there is a
slight rotation compared to the axes of the PBS. This is the
case of a certain degree of polarisation controlling error. The
PBS is unable to separate the two, they are going to interfere.
X and Y outputs will contain some of both the modulated and
some of the reference signal, depending on the projection, as
seen in Fig. 4. It is apparent, that we are looking to achieve
scenario Fig. 4.a. We also must see, that the polarisation of
the two signals will not always be orthogonal. Its because
that they are processed in separate optical paths, travelling
through different components with various properties, so they
will not be orthogonal when recombined again. This is shown
on Fig. 4.c. In case Fig. 4.b, if we use good polarisation
controlling mechanisms, we are able to perfectly split the
two signals, in case Fig. 4.c this will be impossible. This
must be kept in mind when choosing the reference point for
the controller, because Fig. 4.c is exactly what is happening
in our system. We must be careful to keep concentrate the
reference optical power to one output not to interfere with the
modulated signal. Power leakage in the other way is accepted,
due to the large differences in power. To draw the conclusion,
the reference point must be at the X output of PBS 3, to
concentrate the reference power in that path.
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In the Table 2 we are giving an overview of the effect of
different magnitudes of polarisation controlling errors. We are
starting from 0.001 degrees and moving with logarithmic steps
to 1◦. Controlling error will affect the efficiency of PBS 3
in separating the reference and modulated signals. This error
cannot be corrected later in the system, therefore it is crucial
achieving the best possible operation.
As seen on Table 1, 0.01◦ error is not a significant error,
but with 0.1◦ the EVM is starting to rise dramatically. At 1◦
the transmission is basically collapsed. 0.1◦ error might be
expressed in dBs: it resembles -55 dB of crosstalk between
the reference and modulated signals. It might seem to be low,
but as mentioned earlier, the system is very sensitive due to
the large power differences.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we used simulations to evaluate the per-
formance of an optical transmission network suitable for
continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) to
improve its performance. While most papers on this field focus
on the issue of quantum theory, protocols and the construction
of novel architectures, we gave practical considerations for the
construction of a specific systems from a photonic engineer’s
point of view. We have proven that the crucial passive com-
ponents in the system are the polarisation dependent devices,
mainly the polarisation splitters and combiners (PBSs), whose
insufficient behaviour reduce the separation of the modulated
and reference signal impulses. We have shown that the proper
parameter choice of PBSs is very important, and the trans-
mission quality may be further improved using polariser. We
have found the best possible location for extra polarisers in
the system and validated our assumption in theory and also
with simulations. This turned out to be a very straightforward
modification, because a relatively simple and cheap passive
device in the right place makes a large difference in terms
of transmission quality. We also looked at the question of
polarisation control, which is a defining factor for long-term
stability. We simulated what magnitude of error might be
accepted in the system and also found the ideal operation
conditions for our specific controller. Our results might be able
to give guidelines for the construction of CVQKD systems on
the level of the optical backhaul network.
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Abstract—Protocol specifications describe the interaction be-
tween different entities by defining message formats and message
processing rules. Having access to such protocol specifications is
highly desirable for many tasks, including the analysis of botnets,
building honeypots, defining network intrusion detection rules,
and fuzz testing protocol implementations. Unfortunately, many
protocols of interest are proprietary, and their specifications
are not publicly available. Protocol reverse engineering is an
approach to reconstruct the specifications of such closed proto-
cols. Protocol reverse engineering can be tedious work if done
manually, so prior research focused on automating the reverse
engineering process as much as possible. Some approaches rely
on access to the protocol implementation, but in many cases, the
protocol implementation itself is not available or its license does
not permit its use for reverse engineering purposes. Hence, in
this paper, we focus on reverse engineering protocol specifications
relying solely on recorded network traffic. More specifically, we
propose GrAMeFFSI, a method based on graph analysis that can
infer protocol message formats as well as certain field semantics
for binary protocols from network traces. We demonstrate the
usability of our approach by running it on packet captures
of two known protocols, Modbus and MQTT, then comparing
the inferred specifications to the official specifications of these
protocols.
Index Terms—protocol reverse engineering, message format,
field semantics, inference, binary protocols, network traffic,
graph analysis, Modbus, MQTT
I. INTRODUCTION
Protocols describe the formats, types, contents, and se-
quence of messages that are sent and received in order to
exchange data between the communicating parties, as well as
the rules according to which these messages must be pro-
cessed. The protocols themselves are defined in specifications,
which are not always available to the general public. This is
unfortunate, as having access to specifications is required for
the generation of models that serve as the basis of several
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security-related applications, such as the development of in-
trusion detection systems (IDS) that understand the protocol
and can raise alarms when anomalous protocol messages are
detected [1], the creation of protocol-specific honeypots that
simulate a device running said protocol for attacker behaviour
analysis [2], and fuzz testing protocol implementations for
programming errors or hidden features [3].
Protocol reverse engineering is an area of study that pro-
vides methods which aim to reconstruct the specifications for
protocols where these are not available. Given that manual
reverse engineering of protocols is rather time consuming, and
that new protocols appear frequently, it is generally recom-
mended that an automated approach be used. These aim to
provide at least partial information about protocols in at least
a semi-automated fashion, typically relying on the analysis of
captured network packets or existing protocol implementations
(binaries), or a combination of these [4]. However, protocol
implementations may not always be available, and licensing
restrictions or user agreements may forbid such reverse engi-
neering. For this reason, we focus on methods that only rely
on captured network traffic.
The reverse engineering process is usually comprised of
three main phases [5]. The first phase involves setting up
the environment in which the analysis will be conducted, as
well as performing the necessary preparation steps such as
generating and capturing network traffic. The second phase
focuses on determining the types of the possible messages (i.e.
messages that result in functionally distinct behaviour from
the other party) along with the semantics of the fields (groups
of bytes) within the messages. The third phase focuses on
constructing a state machine for the protocol, which describes
the valid sequences of the previously determined message
types (i.e. the grammar of the protocol), however, we do not
aim to reconstruct the state machine in this paper.
To measure the goodness of the inferred specifications,
typically three metrics are used: correctness, conciseness, and
coverage [4], where correctness measures what percentage of
the inferred messages represent true messages, conciseness
shows how many inferred messages represent one true mes-
sage, and coverage shows what portion of the true message
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security-related applications, such as the development of in-
trusion detection systems (IDS) that understand the protocol
and can raise alarms when anomalous protocol messages are
detected [1], the creation of protocol-specific honeypots that
simulate a device running said protocol for attacker behaviour
analysis [2], and fuzz testing protocol implementations for
programming errors or hidden features [3].
Protocol reverse engineering is an area of study that pro-
vides methods which aim to reconstruct the specifications for
protocols where these are not available. Given that manual
reverse engineering of protocols is rather time consuming, and
that new protocols appear frequently, it is generally recom-
mended that an automated approach be used. These aim to
provide at least partial information about protocols in at least
a semi-automated fashion, typically relying on the analysis of
captured network packets or existing protocol implementations
(binaries), or a combination of these [4]. However, protocol
implementations may not always be available, and licensing
restrictions or user agreements may forbid such reverse engi-
neering. For this reason, we focus on methods that only rely
on captured network traffic.
The reverse engineering process is usually comprised of
three main phases [5]. The first phase involves setting up
the environment in which the analysis will be conducted, as
well as performing the necessary preparation steps such as
generating and capturing network traffic. The second phase
focuses on determining the types of the possible messages (i.e.
messages that result in functionally distinct behaviour from
the other party) along with the semantics of the fields (groups
of bytes) within the messages. The third phase focuses on
constructing a state machine for the protocol, which describes
the valid sequences of the previously determined message
types (i.e. the grammar of the protocol), however, we do not
aim to reconstruct the state machine in this paper.
To measure the goodness of the inferred specifications,
typically three metrics are used: correctness, conciseness, and
coverage [4], where correctness measures what percentage of
the inferred messages represent true messages, conciseness
shows how many inferred messages represent one true mes-
sage, and coverage shows what portion of the true message
